**Donor/Opt-Out Policy**

Animals’ Angels Incorporated reserves the right to modify or amend this statement at any time and for any reason by posting such changes at [animalsangels.org](http://animalsangels.org).

I. Animals’ Angels Incorporated has a firm commitment to data privacy and security. All information submitted to [animalsangels.org](http://animalsangels.org), except posts voluntarily submitted to its blog or other public forum, is considered private. **Animals’ Angels’ Incorporated does not sell, rent, distribute or transfer personal information obtained from any donor to any other parties without the express approval of the donor.** If the donor wishes to have their information shared please contact Animals’ Angels at info@animalsangels.org.

II. Animals’ Angels Incorporated may send email and other correspondence, but only to those donors who have expressly agreed to receive such information. **Animals’ Angels Incorporated will not send donor mailings on behalf of other organizations.**

III. Animals’ Angels Incorporated uses generally accepted, industry-standard security systems, software and encryption technologies for security purposes, and processes its online purchases and donations through a secure connection.

IV. **As a donor, you have the right to have your name removed from any list maintained by Animals’ Angels Incorporated, including but not limited to, email lists and mailing lists.** Please contact info@animalsangels.org or mail to Animals’ Aangels, PO Box 1056, Westminster, MD 21158. Include your name, email address and/or mailing address for removal.

**DISCLAIMER:**

a. The policies contained in this statement do not extend to any non-Animals’ Angels Incorporated sites linked to [animalsangels.org](http://animalsangels.org). Please check with these companies, organizations and sites for their policies regarding data privacy and security.

b. While Animals’ Angels Incorporated, as outlined in this statement, has incorporated security measures to protect the privacy and security of information submitted to [animalsangels.org](http://animalsangels.org), such privacy and security cannot be guaranteed by Animals’ Angels Incorporated. In no event shall Animals’ Angels Incorporated be liable for damages of any kind suffered as the result of a breach of privacy or security with respect to information submitted to [animalsangels.org](http://animalsangels.org).

Contact info@animalsangels.org for any questions about this privacy and security statement.